
Instruction Set to reproduce results of Calibration section of paper

“Dynamic Adaptive Video Streaming: Towards a
systematic comparison of ICN and TCP/IP”

Prerequisites

• LXC

sudo apt install lxc

• LXD

LXD is the lightweight container hypervisor. Please follow the instruction here

https://github.com/lxc/lxd

for prerequisites, installation, and configuration.

For the configuration part ( sudo lxd init ), if you decide to use the ZFS file system, you
may need to install it on your machine (e.g., for Ubuntu < 15.10):

sudo apt-add-repository ppa:zfs-native/stable

sudo apt update

sudo apt install ubuntu-zfs

• Open vSwitch

For the installation of the 2.0.2 version on 14.04 LTS Trusty (3.19.0), i.e., the only one tested
so far, you can follow instructions reported at:

https://gist.github.com/olegslavkin/af989e7a850eb67fa779

Calibration Experiments

Creation of a LXC Image

In order to create a LXC image, you need to import the tarball icn das.tar.gz (downloaded
from http://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/~drossi/DATA/ICN-DAS-VM.lxc) with the follow-
ing command:

lxc image import icn das.tar.gz --alias icn das

where icn das is the alias given to the LXC image. Please note that if you change this alias, you

should reflect the change in the provided script launch.sh .

You can now check the presence of your image with the command lxc image list .

Instantiation of Client and Server Containers

The idea (so far) is that of launching the two containers (i.e., Client and Server), uploading scripts
and source code (i.e., libdash, dash.js, qtsampleplayer, etc.), and compiling it directly inside the
Client container. This means that modifications of the source code can be done either inside or
outside the container (in the latter case, a new tarball correspondent to the modified code needs
to be created).
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To have the two containers ready to use you should execute the provided script:

./launch.sh

After the experiments, container can be removed by executing the following script:

./cleanup.sh

Experiments

In order to have a minimum level of automation in the experiment campaign, it is advisable to:

• Guarantee a password-less ssh access between the two containers. To do this, you need to:

– Attach to the Client bash: lxc exec client bash (default way);

– Type: su ubuntu ; cd ~ ;

– Generate a pair of authentication keys: ssh-keygen -t rsa (press Enter at all steps);

– Append the new public key in Server authorized keys:

1. Copy the Client public key: cat .ssh/id rsa.pub ;

2. Attach to the Server container (opening a new tab): lxc exec server bash ;

3. Copy the Client public key inside .ssh/authorized keys ;

4. After the first login (ssh root@10.2.0.1 ), you will not be asked for the password
anymore.

• Attach to the Client container with the possibility to execute the screen terminal:

lxc exec client -- sh -c “exec >/dev/tty 2>/dev/tty </dev/tty && /bin/bash”

Once in ubuntu@client:~$ , Calibration experiments for the three adaptation strategies can be
launched by executing the respective script:

./Exec PANDA Experiments.sh

./Exec BOLA Experiments.sh

./Exec AdapTech Experiments.sh

Since experiments cannot be executed in parallel, it might be useful to launch a screen terminal,
execute one of the script, and detach from the screen terminal. Scripts will take care of executing
the bandwidth shaping at the server side, and of producing a log file named according to the
adaptation strategy and its parameters. By default, the three provided scripts reproduce all the
parameter settings reported in the Calibration section, which could take time (10 minutes for each
experiment, on average). In order to reduce parameter combinatory, respective variables can be
directly modified from inside .sh scripts.

Results Processing

Post-processing can be done on the host machine. All the necessary scripts are in the results
folder. Once there, it is possible to transfer generated log files from the Client container through:

lxc file pull client/home/ubuntu/logFile .

where logFile must be substituted with the actual name of the generated log file.
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Once obtained the log file, the processing can be launched by executing:

./Extract KPIs.sh . logFile

where the two parameters are the directory of the logFile and the logFile name. This script will
generate a folder correspondent to the emulated scenario, in which multiple files reporting different
statistics will be stored.
If emulating a scenario with the TCP/IP stack, it is required to execute an additional script:

./Extract QualitySwitch TCP.sh . logFile

which will elaborate only the quality switch aspects (e.g., number, frequency, etc.), and update
the correspondent file in the folder created previously.
In the end, in order to have a synthetic representation of all the KPIs, the following script:

./CollectSummary.sh . logFile

will create a summary.csv file with all the metrics. It can be executed for all the emulated scenario
in order to have a single file with all the aggregated statistics.
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